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Chapter 12

Working with Dates, Times, Quantities, and Currencies

This chapter explains how to handle business data that represents date and time, quantities in different units of measure, and amounts in different currencies.

Typical consumers of ABAP applications are large corporations with operations spanning the globe. As a result, ABAP programs need to be written with the expectation that they can handle working across time zones and with different currencies.

In addition, when working with any large company, the topics of inventory and quantity can be quite important. An ABAP program may need to work with converting measurements of products or keep track of how many items can fit in a given storage location for that item.

In this chapter, we’ll cover various key items to take into account when calculating and converting dates and times in ABAP programs. We’ll also cover how quantities are handled in ABAP transparent tables and how to convert quantities between different units of measurement. Then we’ll cover how currencies are stored in ABAP transparent tables and how to convert amounts between different currencies. Finally, we’ll update the shopping cart example program to use quantity and currency fields.

12.1 Dates

In this section, we’ll cover the details on how the date type (D) works and some different ways to use dates in ABAP programs. Chapter 3 introduced the date data type (D), showing how to define a date and that it is stored in a YYYYMMDD format where the first four digits represent the year, the second two represent the month, and last two represent the day.
12.1.1 Date Type Basics

Using substring

A date is a character string of eight characters, meaning that you can apply some of the string concepts from the previous chapter, such as using substring, to get specific year, month, and day values, as shown in Listing 12.1.

```plaintext
DATA: my_date TYPE d VALUE '20190102',
    year TYPE i,
    month TYPE i,
    day TYPE i.
year = substring( val = my_date off = 0 len = 4 ).
my_month = substring( val = my_date off = 4 len = 2 ).
my_day = substring( val = my_date off = 6 len = 2 ).
```

Listing 12.1 Using SUBSTRING to Get Year, Month, and Day

Adding/subtracting days

Adding days to a date data type can be done by adding an integer to the date; the date data type will handle updating the day, month, and year values, as shown in Listing 12.2, in which the new date is February 6, 2019.

```plaintext
DATA: my_date TYPE d VALUE '20190102'.
my_date = my_date + 35.
```

Listing 12.2 Adding 35 Days to January 2, 2019

You can also subtract days from a date variable in a similar fashion. In the example shown in Listing 12.3, the result will be January 2, 2019.

```plaintext
DATA: my_date TYPE d VALUE '20190102'.
my_date = my_date - 35.
```

Listing 12.3 Subtracting 35 days from February 6, 2019

Leap year

ABAP systems can easily handle leap years when calculating dates. The example in Listing 12.4 shows the result of adding 70 days to January 1 in the years 2019 and 2020.

```plaintext
DATA: start_date TYPE d,
    my_date TYPE d.
start_date = '20190101'.
my_date = start_date + 70.
WRITE: 'Date in a regular year:', 25 my_date.

start_date = '20200101'.
my_date = start_date + 70.
WRITE: / 'Date in a leap year:', 25 my_date.
```

Listing 12.4 Date Calculation Comparing Regular and Leap Years

Because 2020 is a leap year, the same operation results in a different date (March 11 instead of March 12), as shown in Figure 12.1.

Figure 12.1 Result of Date Calculation in Regular versus Leap Year

Adding a month to a date is not as easy. If you want to add a month to your date, you can call the `RP_CALC_DATE_IN_INTERNAL` function module shown in Listing 12.5, which will change the date from January 1, 2019, to February 1, 2019.

```plaintext
DATA: my_date TYPE d VALUE '20190101'.
CALL FUNCTION 'RP_CALC_DATE_IN_INTERNAL' 
    EXPORTING 
        date = my_date 
        days = 0 
        months = 1 
        years = 0 
    IMPORTING 
        calc_date = my_date.
```

Listing 12.5 Adding Month to Date Using Function Module
Other date operations

Dates also can be compared using the regular comparison operators, such as < or >. The example in Listing 12.6 will always return "True" because you’re adding 1 to the date and then comparing the result. If you change the sign from + to - in this example, it will always return "False".

Listing 12.6 Comparing Dates

```
DATA: one_date TYPE d VALUE '20190801',
     another_date TYPE d.

another_date = one_date + 1.
IF another_date > one_date.
  WRITE: 'True'.
ELSE.
  WRITE: 'False'.
ENDIF.
```

Listing 12.7 Assigning Invalid Date to Integer Variable

```
DATA: my_integer TYPE i,
     my_date TYPE d.

my_date = '20190230'.
my_integer = my_date.
IF my_integer = 0.
  WRITE: / 'Date is invalid'.
ENDIF.
```

12.1.2 Factory Calendars

There may be a situation in which you need to write a program that will act differently based on which days are working days for a given company. Factory calendar days will take into account any public holidays and any relevant working days, allowing you to complete date calculations based on the number of actual working days.

Factory calendars are client-independent and typically are created for each relevant country or region in which a company operates. This allows for a factory calendar to incorporate the local public holiday schedule. To view all of the calendars in an ABAP system, enter Transaction SCAL, select the Factory Calendar radio button, and click the Display button, as pictured in Figure 12.2.

Figure 12.2 Initial Screen for Transaction SCAL
In the next screen, you’ll see a list of the factory calendars defined in the system. These are usually based on country or region and will have **Valid From** and **Valid To** dates. Select the calendar you’re interested in viewing (USA in this example) and click the **Calendar** button, as shown in Figure 12.3.

**Figure 12.3** Selecting Factory Calendar

Next, select a relevant year for the calendar that you want to view and click the **Year** button, as shown in Figure 12.4.

**Figure 12.4** Selecting Calendar Year in Transaction SCAL

Now you’ll see a calendar display for the selected year, showing which days are considered working days and which days are nonworking days, including a list of public holidays for the year (Figure 12.5).

**Figure 12.5** Viewing Working/Nonworking Days and Public Holidays for Factory Calendar

Now that you understand what a factory calendar is and how to set one up, you can use factory dates in your ABAP code with the help of some standard function modules.

Use function module **DATE_CONVERT_TO_FACTORYDATE** to convert a regular date into a factory date. The factory date will be a number representing the number of working days since the factory calendar began. If you convert a date that isn’t a working day, the next working day will be used.

You can then perform some calculations using the factory date and convert it back to a calendar date using the **FACTORYDATE_CONVERT_TO_DATE** function module. An example of this is shown in Listing 12.8, which calculates a date 10 working days in the future.
PARAMETERS: p_date TYPE d OBLIGATORY.
DATA: simple_date TYPE d,
     factory_date TYPE scal-facdate.

simple_date = p_date.
WRITE: / 'Date entered:', p_date.
CALL FUNCTION 'DATE_C ONVERT_TO_FACTORYDATE'
  IMPORTING
    date = simple_date
  EXPORTING
    date = simple_date
    factory_calendar_id = 'US'
    factorydate = factory_date
EXCEPTIONS
    calendar_buffer_not_loadable = 1
    correct_option_invalid = 2
    date_after_range = 3
    date_before_range = 4
    date_invalid = 5
    factory_calendar_not_found = 6
    others = 7
.
ENDIF.
ADD 10 TO factory_date.
CALL FUNCTION 'FACTORYDATE_CONVERT_TO_DATE'
  IMPORTING
    date = simple_date
  EXPORTING
    date = factory_date
    factory_calendar_id = 'US'
EXCEPTIONS
    calendar_buffer_not_loadable = 1
    factorydate_after_range = 2
    factorydate_before_range = 3
    factorydate_invalid = 4
    factory_calendar_id_missing = 5
    factory_calendar_not_found = 6
    others = 7
.
IF sy-subrc <> 0.
MESSAGE ID sy-msgid TYPE sy-msgty NUMBER sy-msgno
  WITH sy-msgv1 sy-msgv2 sy-msgv3 sy-msgv4.
ENDIF.
WRITE: / 'Result:', simple_date.

Listing 12.8 Using Factory Date Conversions to Complete Date Calculation

When executing this example with August 3, 2019, given as a parameter, the result is not August 13 but August 19, 2019, as shown in Figure 12.6.

Fiscal Year Calendar
Another type of calendar in SAP ERP systems is the fiscal year calendar, which is relevant to financial transactions and reports. The fiscal calendar configuration determines when each fiscal period begins and ends and how many periods are in a fiscal year for a specific company. Some companies may choose to use a fiscal calendar that differs from the physical calendar and has less or more than 12 periods. There are special function modules that help to work with the fiscal calendar dates. An important thing to remember here is that the postings in fiscal period 1 do not necessarily mean the dates from January 1 through January 31 in SAP ERP.

12.1.3 Datum Date Type
The d date type will output the day and month in the order matching the user’s preferences when using WRITE or an ALV grid, but it won’t include slashes or dots to separate the day, month, and year.
Datum formatting

Instead of using the d date type, you can use the datum date type, which will be displayed per the style of the user's date preference any time it's displayed to the user (see Listing 12.9 and the resulting output shown in Figure 12.7).

```plaintext
DATA: my_datum TYPE datum VALUE '20190801'.
WRITE: 'Type DATUM:', my_datum.

DATA: my_date TYPE d VALUE '20190801'.
WRITE: '/Type D:', my_date.
```

Listing 12.9 Demonstrating Date Type Differences

User preferences for the date and time format can be maintained in Transaction SU3, on the Defaults tab. Figure 12.8 shows an example of the date and time settings typical for a user located in the United States.

![Figure 12.8 User's Date and Time Preferences](image)

It's better to use the datum data type in your program instead of the d data type whenever you'll be displaying a date to the user. The datum and d date types can be used interchangeably in your code; the underlying data will be exactly the same.

12.1 Dates

12.1.4 System Date Fields

There are three system date fields: sy-datum, sy-datlo, and sy-fdayw. All these system dates return values related to the current date. sy-datum returns the current system date. The system date is dependent on the system's current time zone. If you're concerned about the date for the logged in user's time zone, you can use sy-datlo. Finally, sy-fdayw will return the factory day of week as an integer, meaning 0 for Sunday and 6 for Saturday.

These system date fields can all be directly assigned to valid variables and can also be used in the variable declaration, as shown in Listing 12.10.

```plaintext
DATA: today type sy-datum,
    today_local type sy-datlo,
    factory_day TYPE sy-fdayw.
```

Listing 12.10 System Date Fields

12.1.5 Date-Limited Records

A date-limited record is a record in a database with valid_from and/or valid_to date fields indicating the dates between which the record is considered valid. There are many reasons that a table may contain date-limited records; for example, a table may contain promotional discounts that are only valid between two dates, or a table containing an employee's position in the company may be date-limited so that it can contain all current and past positions.

Often, you don’t know when a record will no longer be valid, in which case the valid_to date will be set to the latest date possible, which is December 31, 9999. An HR record displaying an employee's current position would have a valid_to date like that; if the employee’s position changes, the valid_to date is updated to show the last day at that position.

Selecting a date-limited record valid today is easy. First, determine if you will be using the system date (sy-datum) or the local date (sy-datlo).
In the following example, we’ll select a record from user table `USR02`, which has optional `Valid From` and `Valid To` fields, as shown in Figure 12.9.

Using dates in SELECT

To select only the records that have a limited validity and are valid for today, you need to select records with a valid from date less than or equal to today and a valid to date greater than or equal to today. For this example, the valid from field is `GLTGV` and the valid to field is `GLTGB`, as shown in Listing 12.11, which will only return the record for user `BGRFC_SUPER`.

```
"New Open SQL
SELECT *
FROM USR02
INTO TABLE @DATA(results)
WHERE GLTGV <= @sy-datum
AND GLTGB >= @sy-datum.

"old Open SQL
DATA: results TYPE STANDARD TABLE OF USR02.
SELECT *
FROM USR02
INTO TABLE results
WHERE GLTGV <= sy-datum
AND GLTGB >= sy-datum.
```

Listing 12.11 Selecting Record Valid for Today

### 12.2 Times

In this section, we’ll cover how the time data type (t) works and some additional functions for calculating time, as well as other time data types. Chapter 3 introduced the time data type (t), and that time is stored with two characters for hours, two characters for minutes, and two characters for seconds, in the format HHMMSS.

If you need time that is more exact than seconds, you can also use a **timestamp**, which will be covered in this section. A timestamp will calculate time to the precision of 100 nanoseconds (ns), which is seven decimal places, and will also include the date. The timestamp format is YYYYMMDDHHMMSSSSSSSS.

#### 12.2.1 Calculating Time

Just as with dates, you can compare time using the regular comparison operators and calculate time using regular math expressions. The example in Listing 12.12 creates two variables of type t and fills in one of them with the current system time using the `sy-zeit` system field. Then the number 5 is added to that variable and placed in the `another_time` variable. At the end, the variable values are compared for equality.

```
DATA: one_time TYPE t,
     another_time TYPE t.

one_time = sy-zeit.
WRITE: / 'Current time:', one_time.
another_time = one_time + 5.
WRITE: / 'Current time + 5:', another_time.
IF one_time = another_time.
  WRITE: / 'Time is the same'.
ELSE.
  WRITE: / 'Time is different'.
ENDIF.
```

Listing 12.12 Calculating and Comparing Time Variables
Figure 12.10 shows an example of executing this program. Note that calculations with time occur in seconds; therefore, adding the number 5 to a time variable adds five seconds as a result.

### 12.2.2 Timestamps

A timestamp is a combination of date and time for the Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) time zone. This can be used to record the exact date and time when an action was completed by a user without having to rely on the local time zone for the user or the server.

There are two types of timestamp data types: `timestamp` and `timestampl`. `timestamp` is a short-form timestamp, which represents only the date and time combined with a format of YYYYMMDDHHMMSS. `timestampl` is a long-form timestamp and will include up to seven decimal places to capture the time with the precision of up to 100 ns using a format of YYMMDDHHMMSS.SSSSSSS.

#### Actual Time Precision

The maximum time precision depends on the operating system of the application server and can be less precise than allowed by the long-form timestamp format.

You can get the current timestamp using the `GET TIME STAMP FIELD` function, as shown in Listing 12.13. This function will work with both `timestamp` and `timestampl` data types. If an inline data declaration is used, `timestamp`, not `timestampl`, will be used.

```plaintext
DATA: my_timestamp TYPE timestamp,
     my_timestampl TYPE timestampl.
GET TIME STAMP FIELD my_timestamp.
```

#### Comparing timestamps

The regular comparison operators can only be used between two timestamps, not between a timestamp and a date or time. The comparisons will work between `timestamp` and `timestampl` type variables, as shown in Listing 12.14. In this example, the `my_timestampl` variable will be found to be bigger and "True" will be displayed.

```plaintext
DATA: my_timestamp TYPE timestamp,
     my_timestampl TYPE timestampl.
my_timestamp = '20190101000000'.
my_timestampl = '20190101000000.0000001'.
IF my_timestampl > my_timestamp.
  WRITE: 'True'.
ENDIF.
```

#### Converting timestamps

You can also convert a timestamp to a local date and time variable using the `CONVERT TIME STAMP` function. When using this function, you must specify a time zone that exists in table `TTZZ`. The result can be stored in explicitly defined date and time variables or using inline declarations, which will be created as date and time variables. You also can store a Boolean value for whether or not daylight saving time is in effect. The example in Listing 12.15 gets the current UTC timestamp, converts it to a Pacific Standard Time (PST) time zone date and time, and captures the daylight savings indicator. The `DATE`, `TIME`, and `DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME` additions are all optional, so you can use only the ones that you need.

```plaintext
GET TIME STAMP FIELD my_timestampl.
GET TIME STAMP FIELD data(my_inline_timestamp).

Listing 12.13 GET TIME STAMP FIELD

The regular comparison operators can only be used between two timestamps, not between a timestamp and a date or time. The comparisons will work between `timestamp` and `timestampl` type variables, as shown in Listing 12.14. In this example, the `my_timestampl` variable will be found to be bigger and "True" will be displayed.

DATA: my_timestamp TYPE timestamp,
     my_timestampl TYPE timestampl.
my_timestamp = '20190101000000'.
my_timestampl = '20190101000000.0000001'.
IF my_timestampl > my_timestamp.
  WRITE: 'True'.
ENDIF.

Listing 12.14 Comparing TIMESTAMP and TIMESTAMPL Data Types

You can also convert a timestamp to a local date and time variable using the `CONVERT TIME STAMP` function. When using this function, you must specify a time zone that exists in table `TTZZ`. The result can be stored in explicitly defined date and time variables or using inline declarations, which will be created as date and time variables. You also can store a Boolean value for whether or not daylight saving time is in effect. The example in Listing 12.15 gets the current UTC timestamp, converts it to a Pacific Standard Time (PST) time zone date and time, and captures the daylight savings indicator. The `DATE`, `TIME`, and `DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME` additions are all optional, so you can use only the ones that you need.

GET TIME STAMP FIELD DATA(my_utc).
CONVERT TIME STAMP my_utc TIME ZONE 'PST' INTO DATE DATA(my_pst_date)
TIME DATA(my_pst_time)
DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME DATA(my_dst).

Listing 12.15 Converting Timestamp from UTC to PST Date and Time
The examples in this section use inline declarations. If inline declaration syntax isn’t yet available in your system, use the explicit declaration with the DATA command, as shown in Listing 12.16. Other examples can be adjusted similarly.

```abap
DATA: my_utc type timestamp,
     my_pst_date type d,
     my_pst_time type t,
     my_dst type abap_bool.
GET TIME STAMP FIELD my_utc.
CONVERT TIME STAMP my_utc TIME ZONE 'PST'
INTO DATE my_pst_date
     TIME my_pst_time
     DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME my_dst.
```

Listing 12.16 Converting Timestamp from UTC to PST Date and Time without Inline Declarations

You can also perform a reverse operation and convert a local date and time into a timestamp using the CONVERT INTO TIMESTAMP function. A DATE and TIME ZONE are both required when using this function, but the TIME and DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME variables are optional. An example converting the results from Listing 12.15 back into a timestamp is shown in Listing 12.17. Remember that the time zone passed is used to convert the local date and time from that time zone into a UTC time zone.

```abap
CONVERT DATE my_pst_date
     TIME my_pst_time
     DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME my_dst
INTO TIME STAMP my_utc TIME ZONE 'PST'.
```

Listing 12.17 Converting PST Date and Time to UTC Timestamp

When outputting timestamps to a string template, there are special formatting options that can be applied to display the timestamp in a more user-friendly format. Table 12.1 provides a list of all the possible formatting options.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timestamp Format</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPACE</td>
<td>Based on ISO 8601. Format: YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS.ZZZZZZZ. For example, 2019-01-01 12:00:00.0000000.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO</td>
<td>Also based on ISO 8601, but uses a “T” to separate the date and time and always uses a comma as the seconds decimal. Format: YYYY-MM-DDTHH:MM:SS.ZZZZZZZ. For example, 2019-01-01T12:00:00.0000000.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USER</td>
<td>Based on the user’s preferences, which can be changed by going to System • User Profile • Own Data under the Defaults tab. For example: 01/01/2019 12:00:00 PM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENVIRONMENT</td>
<td>Based on the user’s currently selected language environment. Will display the default for that country, regardless of the user defaults. For example: 01/01/2019 12:00:00 PM.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 12.1 Timestamp Formats for String Templates

The syntax to use these different timestamp formats is simple. Within the string template, between the curly braces you put the timestamp variable name followed by TIMESTAMP = and then any of the formats listed in Table 12.1. The example shown in Listing 12.18 will return 2019-01-01T12:00:00.0000000.

```abap
DATA: unformatted TYPE timestamp1
     VALUE '20190101120000.0000000'.
DATA(my_string) = #{ unformatted TIMESTAMP = ISO }.
```

Listing 12.18 Setting Timestamp Format from within String Template

You also can convert the time used in the string template to reflect a given time zone by adding TIMEZONE = followed by the desired time zone, as shown in Listing 12.19, which will return 2019-01-01T04:00:00.0000000.

```abap
my_string = #{ unformatted TIMESTAMP = ISO
    TIMEZONE = "PST" }.
```

Listing 12.19 Setting Timestamp Output and Time Zone for Output in String Template
There are some additional timestamp-related functions that use the CL_ABAP_TSTMP system class. This class should be used if you want to add or subtract seconds from a timestamp, calculate the difference between two timestamps, or convert a long timestamp to a short timestamp or vice versa.

### 12.2.3 SY-UZEIT (System Time versus Local Time)

There are a few system fields related to time. Just as with system dates, there are times based on the system time zone and times based on the user’s time zone. The system time can be found with the `sy-uzeit` system variable, whereas the user’s local time can be found with `sy-timlo`; both will return the result in a variable of type `t`. You can also get the system time zone using `sy-tzone` or the user’s local time zone using `sy-zonlo`, both of which will return a `char` variable with a length of 6.

Just as with system dates, you can declare system variables as data types, as shown in Listing 12.20.

```abap
DATA: sys_time TYPE sy-uzeit,
     sys_timezone TYPE sy-tzone,
     loc_time TYPE sy-timlo,
     loc_timezone TYPE sy-zonlo.
```

Listing 12.20 Declaring and Getting System Time and Local Time Data

### 12.3 Quantities

Quantitative fields are used in SAP ERP systems to track and convert the results of different types of measurements, ranging from lengths (e.g., meters and inches) to masses (e.g., grams and pounds) and units of packaging (e.g., box and pallet). These fields are always associated with a unit of measure (UOM), which allows for converting the quantitative values from one unit to another.

You can see the different possible units of measure that are set up in your ABAP environment by entering Transaction CUNI, shown in Figure 12.11. From there, select a dimension such as **Length** from the dropdown, and click **Units of Measurement**.

![Figure 12.11 Initial Screen of Transaction CUNI](image)

Next, you’ll see a list of possible measurements for that dimension, as shown in Figure 12.12.

![Figure 12.12 List of Length Units of Measurement from Transaction CUNI](image)
12.3.1 Quantity Fields in Data Dictionary

When storing quantities in transparent tables, you need to store the quantity as a QUAN data type and the unit of measure as a UNIT data type. Then, when creating the table using Transaction SE11, you need to relate the two fields in the Currency/Quantity Fields tab.

To demonstrate this, create table ZQUANTITY, shown in Figure 12.13, using Transaction SE11. The table should contain field MANDT with data element MANDT, field ID with data element INTEGER, field QUANTITY with data element BASM (type QUAN), and field UNIT_OF_MEASURE with data element CGSUNIT (type UNIT). If some of the data elements don’t look familiar, don’t worry: they’re SAP-standard data types that should exist in any ABAP system.

Next, click the Currency/Quantity Fields tab, and you’ll see that only the QUANTITY field has an editable row. From here, you can add a reference to the table and field that will describe the quantity’s unit. For this example, enter the current table, “ZQUANTITY”, and the field, “UNIT_OF_MEASURE”, as pictured in Figure 12.14. Assigning a corresponding unit of measure field for any quantity data type is required to activate the table.

Because you store the quantity and unit in the same table, different records can have data stored in different quantities.

It’s possible to store the unit of measure in one table and reference it within a quantity in another table, if this is required by your business rules. In this case, you would enter a different table name in the Reference Table field in Transaction SE11.

12.3.2 Converting Quantities

Within an ABAP program, you can read data stored in a certain unit of measure and then convert the value into a different unit of measure so long as both are part of the same dimension. For example, you can convert one length unit, such as centimeters (cm), into another length unit, such as meters (m).

You can complete the conversion using the UNIT_CONVERSION_SIMPLE function module, which allows you to pass in a quantity with a unit to convert from and a unit to convert to. This function module will also round results if necessary, and you can optionally pass in a + or – to force it to round up or down. Listing 12.21 demonstrates converting a quantity of 5 from meters (M) to centimeters (CM). The unit of measure used can also be seen in the length units of measure list in Figure 12.12.

DATA: my_quantity TYPE i VALUE 5.
CALL FUNCTION 'UNIT_CONVERSION_SIMPLE'
  EXPORTING
    input = my_quantity
    unit_in = 'M'
    unit_out = 'CM'
IMPORTING
    output = my_quantity
EXCEPTIONS
  conversion_not_found = 1
  division_by_zero = 2

Figure 12.13 Table Containing Quantity and Unit of Measure

Figure 12.14 Currency/Quantity Fields Data for Assigning Units to Quantities

ABAP unit conversion
input_invalid = 3
output_invalid = 4
overflow = 5
type_invalid = 6
units_missing = 7
unit_in_not_found = 8
unit_out_not_found = 9
others = 10

IF sy-subrc <> 0.
MESSAGE ID sy-mgid TYPE sy-mgty NUMBER sy-msgno
  WITH sy-msgv1 sy-msgv2 sy-msgv3 sy-msgv4.
ENDIF.
WRITE: my_quantity.

Listing 12.21 ABAP Code for Converting Data between Measurements

12.4 Currencies

Currencies work a lot like quantities; they’re used to capture both a value (amount) and a type (currency code). In today’s world of global business, transactions can be captured in one currency and then transferred to another. This makes it very important to keep track of the currency being referenced in any financial transaction, which is easy with an ABAP system.

You can see a list of currencies defined in your system by entering Transaction OY03. The results will be displayed as shown in Figure 12.15.

The SAP ERP currency codes are listed in the Currency column and corresponding ISO currency codes in the ISO column. Note that even though most SAP currency codes match the ISO standard, there could be sometimes multiple internal SAP codes for one ISO currency code.

When converting amounts across different currencies, the current exchange rate can be found in Transaction OB08. Because exchange rates regularly change, it’s possible to have the exchange rates in your system automatically updated on a daily or weekly basis, which is a topic outside the scope of this book. Figure 12.16 shows that the currency exchange rate between the US dollar and the euro is 0.94 euros to 1 US dollar.

Figure 12.15 List of Currencies from Transaction OY03

12.4.1 Currency Fields in Data Dictionary

Just as quantities use a QUAN data type to keep track of the quantity and a UNIT data type to keep track of the unit of measure, a currency value requires that the amount of currency be stored in a field with a CURR data type, and the currency key needs to be stored with a CUKY data type. You can then relate the fields in the Currency/Quantity Fields tab in the Change Table screen from Transaction SE11.

To demonstrate this, let’s create table ZCURRENCY, shown in Figure 12.17, using Transaction SE11. The table should contain field MANDT with data element MANDT, field ID with data element INTEGER, field PRICE with data element PREIS (type CURR), and field CURRENCY with data element USRCUKY (type CUKY). If some of the data elements don’t look familiar, don’t worry: they’re standard SAP data types that should exist in any ABAP system.

Figure 12.16 Currency Exchange Rates from Transaction OB08

Currency in a transparent table
You won’t be able to activate table ZCURRENCY until you add a reference for the currency field. This works just as you saw with the quantity field; select the Currency/Quantity Fields tab and enter “ZCURRENCY” as the reference table and “CURRENCY” as the reference field, so that the currency and currency key fields are linked as shown in Figure 12.18.

You won’t be able to activate table ZCURRENCY until you add a reference for the currency field. This works just as you saw with the quantity field; select the Currency/Quantity Fields tab and enter “ZCURRENCY” as the reference table and “CURRENCY” as the reference field, so that the currency and currency key fields are linked as shown in Figure 12.18.

Because you have a field for currency in the table, each record in the table can have any currency denomination. And just like with quantity fields, you also can reference the currency key in another table.

#### 12.4.2 Converting Currencies

Within an ABAP program, you may need to convert an amount from one currency to another using the current exchange rates shown in Transaction OB08. You can do so using the CONVERT_TO_LOCAL_CURRENCY function module.

When using CONVERT_TO_LOCAL_CURRENCY, you’re required to pass a date that will be used to determine the exchange rate for converting foreign_amount from foreign_currency to local_currency. The result will be returned as local_amount, as shown in Listing 12.22, and you can also gather additional information from the function module, such as the exchange rate used, or you can specify an exchange rate to be used in the conversion.

```
DATA: local_amount TYPE P DECIMALS 2.
CALL FUNCTION 'CONVERT_TO_LOCAL_CURRENCY' 
  EXPORTING 
    date = sy-datlo 
    foreign_amount = 100 
    foreign_currency = 'EUR' 
    local_currency = 'USD'
  IMPORTING 
    local_amount = local_amount
EXCEPTIONS 
  no_rate_found = 1 
  overflow = 2 
  no_factors_found = 3 
  no_spread_found = 4 
  derived_2_times = 5 
  others = 6.
```

```
IF sy-subrc <> 0.
  MESSAGE ID sy-msgid TYPE sy-msgty NUMBER sy-msgno 
    WITH sy-msgv1 sy-msgv2 sy-msgv3 sy-msgv4.
ENDIF.
```

```
Listing 12.22 Currency Conversion
```

#### Currency Conversion Factor and Decimal Places

Due to historic inflation, some currencies, such as Japanese yen (JPY), operate in much larger amounts than other currencies. Such special currencies can be configured with a conversion factor (stored in table TCURF) and the
factor would be applied to the amounts when stored in the database. This means that the amount of 100 JPY, for example, would be stored as 0.01 in the database.

Some currencies may also use a different number of decimals than two, or no decimals at all. The information about decimal places in currencies is stored in table TCURX.

The good news is that the standard SAP functionality incorporates this configuration into currency field display and conversion. That’s why it’s important to always reference the currency code when dealing with currency-specific amounts in ABAP code.

You should now be familiar with currencies and the aspects required for storing and converting them. In the next section, we’ll update the shopping cart example with currencies and quantities.

12.5 Updating the Shopping Cart Example

Now that you know how to use dates, times, quantities, and currencies, let’s revisit the shopping cart example to take advantage of the currency and quantity features.

First, we need to update the ERD to include currency and quantity values. In Figure 12.19, note the addition of PRICE and CURRENCY in table ZPRODUCT, allowing you to set a price per item for a specified currency. Also, a unit of measurement (UOM) is added to table ZPRODUCT, allowing you to determine the quantity unit that the price is set for. This quantity unit also is referenced by the quantity of the material in a cart (the QUANTITY field in table ZCART).

First, create the data element for the product price field. To begin, enter Transaction SE11, select the Data Type radio button, enter “ZPRODUCT_PRICE” in the corresponding textbox, and click the Create button. Select the Data Element radio button in the Data Type popup and click the Continue button.

In the Change Data Element screen, enter “Product Price for Shopping Cart Example” in the Short Description textbox. Then, with the Data Type tab selected, choose the Elementary Type radio button and the Built-in Type radio button. Enter the Data Type “CURR”, Length “11”, and Decimal Places “2”. We’re using the built-in type option instead of a domain in the new data elements because we don’t need any of the additional settings available within a domain. Your data element should look like the one pictured in Figure 12.20.

You’re now ready to update the transparent tables to match the updated ERD diagram. This section will walk through the steps to accomplish that.

First, create the data element for the product price field. To begin, enter Transaction SE11, select the Data Type radio button, enter “ZPRODUCT_PRICE” in the corresponding textbox, and click the Create button. Select the Data Element radio button in the Data Type popup and click the Continue button.

In the Change Data Element screen, enter “Product Price for Shopping Cart Example” in the Short Description textbox. Then, with the Data Type tab selected, choose the Elementary Type radio button and the Built-in Type radio button. Enter the Data Type “CURR”, Length “11”, and Decimal Places “2”. We’re using the built-in type option instead of a domain in the new data elements because we don’t need any of the additional settings available within a domain. Your data element should look like the one pictured in Figure 12.20.

Next, select the Field Label tab and enter “Price” for all Field Label textboxes. Then press Enter and the Length textboxes will be automatically populated, as shown in Figure 12.21. Click the Activate button to activate the data element and save it as a local object in the $TMP package.
Currency data element

Next, return to Transaction SE11, select the Data Type radio button, enter “ZPRODUCT_CURRENCY” in the corresponding textbox, and click the Create button. Select the Data Element radio button in the Data Type popup and click the continue button.

In the Change Data Element screen, enter “Product Currency for Shopping Cart Example” in the Short Description textbox. Then, with the Data Type tab selected, choose the Elementary Type radio button and the Built-in Type radio button. In the Data Type field, use the input help dropdown and select the CUKY type. The Length field will be automatically set to 5. Your data element should look like the one pictured in Figure 12.22.

Next, select the Field Label tab and enter “Currency” for all Field Label textboxes. Then press Enter and the Length textboxes will be automatically populated, as shown in Figure 12.23. Click the Activate button to activate the data element.

UOM data element

Next, return to Transaction SE11, select the Data Type radio button, enter “ZPRODUCT_UOM” in the corresponding textbox, and click the Create button. Select the Data Element radio button in the Data Type popup and click the Continue button.

In the Change Data Element screen, enter “Product UOM for the Shopping Cart Example” in the Short Description textbox. Then, with the Data Type tab selected, choose the Elementary Type radio button and the Built-in Type radio button. Enter the Data Type “UNIT” and Length “3”. Your data element should look like the one pictured in Figure 12.24.
Next, select the **Field Label** tab and enter “Unit” for the **Short Field Label** textbox and “Unit of Measure” for all other **Field Label** textboxes. Then press Enter and the **Length** textboxes will be automatically populated, as shown in Figure 12.25. Click the **Activate** button to activate the data element.

![Figure 12.25 ZPRODUCT_UOM Field Label Settings](image)

Next, return to Transaction SE11, select the **Data Type** radio button, enter “ZCART_QUANTITY” in the corresponding textbox, and click the **Create** button. Select the **Data Element** radio button in the **Data Type** popup and click the **Continue** button.

In the **Change Data Element** screen, enter “Cart Quantity for the Shopping Cart Example” in the **Short Description** textbox. Then, with the **Data Type** tab selected, choose the **Elementary Type** radio button and the **Built-in Type** radio button. Enter the **Data Type** “QUAN”, **Length** “13”, and **Decimal Places** “3”. Your data element should look like the one pictured in Figure 12.26.

Next, select the **Field Label** tab and enter “Quantity” for all the **Field Label** textboxes. Then press Enter and the **Length** textboxes will be automatically populated, as shown in Figure 12.27. Click the **Activate** button to activate the data element.

![Figure 12.26 ZCART_QUANTITY Data Type Settings](image)

Now that you've created the new data elements, let's update the transparent tables that use those data elements. First, update transparent table ZPRODUCT. To do this, go back to Transaction SE11, select the radio button for **Database Table**, and enter “ZPRODUCT” in the corresponding textbox. Then press the **Change** button.

With the **Fields** tab selected, add **Field** “PRICE” with **Data element** “ZPRODUCT_PRICE”, **Field** “CURRENCY” with **Data element** “ZPRODUCT_CURRENCY”, and **Field** “UOM” with **Data element** “ZPRODUCT_UOM”, as shown in Figure 12.28.
Next, select the Currency/Quantity Fields tab and enter Reference Table “ZPRODUCT” and Reference Field “CURRENCY” for the Field “PRICE”, as shown in Figure 12.29. This will set the CURRENCY field as the currency key for the PRICE field.

Table ZPRODUCT table is now done! Click the Activate button to save and activate the table.

Now, go back to Transaction SE11, select the radio button for Database Table, and enter “ZCART” in the corresponding textbox. Then press the Change button.

With the Fields tab selected add Field “Quantity” with Data Element “ZCART_QUANTITY”, as shown in Figure 12.30.

Now, select the Currency/Quantity Fields tab and enter Reference Table “ZPRODUCT” and Reference Field “UOM” for Field “Quantity”. This will set the UOM field in table ZPRODUCT as the unit for the QUANTITY field in this table, as shown in Figure 12.31.

Table ZCART is now complete! Click the Activate button to save and activate the table.

In the next section, we’ll update the global class to use the new currencies and quantities.

### 12.5.2 Updating the Global Class

Now that the tables have been updated, you need to update the ZCL_SHOPPING_CART global class to use the new information. You’ll need to update the
ADD_PRODUCT method to take an additional parameter for quantity and will need to update the GET_CART method to return the quantity and unit of measure for all the items in the cart.

First, let’s update the ADD_PRODUCT method. To do this, update the method definition to include the IMPORTING parameter ip_quantity as shown in Listing 12.23. Add the new parameter as an optional parameter so that other programs aren’t impacted by the change.

```
add_product IMPORTING ip_product TYPE zproduct-product
   ip_quantity TYPE zcart-quantity OPTIONAL,
```

Listing 12.23 Updated Definition for ADD_PRODUCT Method

Now you can update the ADD_PRODUCT method implementation. The change will be to check if ip_quantity has a value and, if it does, to use that value in the local structure; otherwise, set the local structure quantity to 1. You can also now change the INSERT statement to a MODIFY statement. This will allow the ADD_PRODUCT method to be called to change the quantity and to add new products. This is accomplished using the code in Listing 12.24, which has the specific changes in bold.

```
METHOD add_product.
   DATA: cart TYPE zcart.
      cart-customer = customer.
      cart-product = ip_product.
      IF ip_quantity IS NOT INITIAL.
         cart-quantity = ip_quantity.
      ELSE.
         cart-quantity = 1.
      ENDIF.
      MODIFY zcart FROM ls_cart.
ENDMETHOD.
```

Listing 12.24 Updated ADD_PRODUCT Method Implementation

Next, update the GET_CART method to return the quantity and unit of measure. To do this, first update the t_cart definition to include the quantity and unit of measure variables, as shown in bold in Listing 12.25.

```
PUBLIC SECTION.
   TYPES: BEGIN OF t_cart,
      product TYPE zproduct-product,
      description TYPE zproduct_text-description,
      quantity TYPE zcart-quantity,
      uom TYPE zproduct-uom,
   END OF t_cart,
```

Listing 12.25 Updates to T_CART Definition in ZCL_SHOPPING_CART

Now in the GET_CART method, add the new fields to the SELECT statement, as shown in Listing 12.26.

```
METHOD get_cart.
   "using new Open SQL
   SELECT zcart~product, description, quantity, uom
   FROM zcart
   INNER JOIN zproduct
   ON zcart~product = zproduct~product
   INNER JOIN zproduct_text
   ON zcart~product = zproduct_text~product
   WHERE zproduct_text~language = @sy-language
   AND zcart~customer = @customer
   INTO TABLE @rt_cart.
   "using old Open SQL
   SELECT zcart~product description quantity uom
   INTO TABLE rt_cart.
   FROM zcart
   INNER JOIN zproduct
   ON zcart~product = zproduct~product
   INNER JOIN zproduct_text
   ON zcart~product = zproduct_text~product
```

Listing 12.26 Updating GET_CART Method
WHERE zproduct_text-language = sy-langu
AND zcart~customer = customer.

ENDMETHOD.

Listing 12.26 Updated GET_CART Method in ZCL_SHOPPING_CART

Now, press the Activate button to activate ZCL_SHOPPING_CART. The ZCL_SHOPPING_CART class is now ready to use quantities. In the next section, we’ll update the ABAP programs to use the new price and quantity fields.

12.5.3 Updating the ABAP Programs

You’re now ready to update the maintenance ABAP programs. First, let’s update the ZPRODUCT_MAINT program. In Listing 12.27, we add the additional parameters needed for price, currency, and unit of measurement, all shown in bold.

…
SELECTION-SCREEN BEGIN OF BLOCK product WITH FRAME TITLE text-001.
PARAMETERS: p_prod TYPE zproduct-product,
           p_desc TYPE zproduct_text-description
           LOWER CASE,
           p_price TYPE zproduct-price,
           p_curr TYPE zproduct-currency,
           p_uom TYPE zproduct-uom.
SELECTION-SCREEN END OF BLOCK product.

Listing 12.27 Adding New Parameters to Selection Screen

Press the Activate button to activate the program so that you can add the selection texts for the new parameters.

Next, navigate to the text elements using Goto • Text Elements • Selection Texts in SAP GUI or right-click and choose Open Others • Text Elements in Eclipse. In the Selection Texts tab, select the checkbox for DDIC Reference for all of the new parameters listed, as shown in Figure 12.32. Then click the Activate button to activate the new texts.

You can now test the updated selection screen by running the program. It should look like Figure 12.33.

Press the Activate button to activate ZPRODUCT_MAINT to save the new parameters to the database. To do this, add the bold code in Listing 12.28.

…
product-product = p_prod.
product-price = p_price.
product-currency = p_curr.
product-uom = p_uom.
product_text-product = p_prod.
product_text-description = p_desc.
...

Listing 12.28 Updated Code to Save New Parameters in ZPRODUCT_MAINT

Figure 12.32 Updated Selection Texts in ZPRODUCT_MAINT

Figure 12.33 Updated ZPRODUCT_MAINT Selection Screen
When using inline data declarations, the `SELECT` statement can be quickly updated to display the new fields, as shown in Listing 12.29.

```sql
SELECT zproduct~product, description, price, currency, uom FROM zproduct
INNER JOIN zproduct_text
ON zproduct~product = zproduct_text~product
WHERE language = @sy-langu
INTO TABLE @DATA(products).
```

Listing 12.29 Updating SELECT Statement with Inline Data Declarations

When not using inline data declarations, you need to update the type definition before you can update the `SELECT` statement, as shown in Listing 12.30.

```abap
ELSEIF p_dis = abap_true.
  TYPES: BEGIN OF t_products,
    product TYPE zproduct-product,
    description TYPE zproduct_text-description,
    price TYPE zproduct-price,
    currency TYPE zproduct-currency,
    uom TYPE zproduct-uom,
  END OF t_products.

  DATA: products TYPE STANDARD TABLE OF t_products,
       alv_table TYPE REF TO cl_salv_table.

  SELECT zproduct~product description price currency uom
  INTO TABLE products
  FROM zproduct
  INNER JOIN zproduct_text
  ON zproduct~product = zproduct_text~product
  WHERE language = sy-langu.
```

Listing 12.30 Updating SELECT Statement without Inline Data Declarations

You can now press the `Activate` button to activate the program. The `ZPRODUCT_MAINT` ABAP program is now ready to handle currencies and quantities.

Next, let’s update the `ZCART_MAINT` program to utilize the new currency and quantity options. In Listing 12.31, you can see that we added a new parameter for the quantity and added it as a parameter when calling the `ADD_PRODUCT` method. Notice that we now have to indicate which parameters we’re passing when calling the `ADD_PRODUCT` method.

```abap
ELSEIF p_add = abap_true.
  o_cart->add_product( ip_product = p_prod, ip_quantity = p_qty ).
```

Listing 12.31 Updates for Program `ZCART_MAINT`

Now, press the `Activate` button to activate these changes and make the new parameter available in the selection texts screen.

Navigate to the selection screen texts, as described earlier for the `ZPRODUCT_MAINT` program, and check the `DDIC Reference` checkbox for the new parameter. After activating the changes, the selection screen should look as shown in Figure 12.34.
The *ZCART_MAINT* program is now ready to handle quantities. Add data using both programs to test the new functionality.

### 12.6 Summary

This chapter covered some important steps and tools for working with dates, times, and timestamps. With the information covered here, you can now create ABAP applications that can accurately calculate dates and times across various time zones and consider working days to calculate important dates.

We also covered how to work with quantities and currencies in both the ABAP Dictionary and in ABAP programs and how to read and convert quantities and currencies.

Finally, we updated the shopping cart program from Chapter 10 and Chapter 11 to use quantities and currencies.

In the next chapter, you’ll learn to work with classic dynpro screens.
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